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SPRING GENERAL MEETING 2016 

THURSDAY 5th MAY 

IN THE CLUBHOUSE STARTING AT 1930 

Meeting opened at 19:35 

1. Adoption of Annual General Meeting minutes 2015 

Joe Swankie raised a concern that at the AGM a proposal was carried 

without a vote as discussed in previous emails between Joe and Phil 

Whetton 

Phil responded that in 2012 the commodore agreed to a show of hands 

for all issues at committee meetings only and not for general meetings. 

It was agreed that a note would be made in the 2015 AGM minutes 

that Joe does not agree to the lack of a vote on rule 9.5. Phil added that 

as there had been no counter proposal, as in past Club practice, there 

was no need for a show of hands.  He did add that from now on a show 

of hands would be called for to clarify the outcome of all proposals. 

 

The minutes were proposed by Alan Colquhoun and seconded by 

Dennis Sullivan. 

 

2. Apologies 

- Bill Aikman 

- Robert Peebles 

- Andrew Mitchell 

 

3. Office bearer reports: 

Commodore 

It has been a busy 6 months for the Committee and first I must thank 

them all for their diligence and hard work.  Thanks also to Nan and Erik 

for their continued efforts in running the website and bar. 
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We organised a successful winter social programme to help keep the 

Club alive during our closed season. We had a good attendance and 

Kathryn’s report enlarges on these evenings. 

 

The Sunday morning winter work parties concentrated mainly on the 

beach infill and after much digging managed to finally complete the first 

row. The next task is to build the top row which should be easier! 

 

We also managed to complete the Limekilns pier pontoon poles and 

successfully launched our new very stable pontoons. We had a few 

teething troubles when we tried to keep them level when they sat down 

after the tide retreated. After much effort to get 4 huge tyres under the 

outer ends the next day saw two of them missing – floated away – with 

the other two up on end holding the pontoons at precarious angles. It 

was back to the drawing board!   

 

Our Crane In was a success with good weather on both days albeit a bit 

blowy on the Sunday afternoon. Many thanks to all those who helped.  

 

We have now issued our racing and cruising programmes and are 

currently planning our River Festival – another new venture (or 

adventure). More later. 

 

Some Club members, together with villagers, are in the process of 

setting up a Limekilns Heritage Trust with the objective of repairing 

Limekilns pier. This isn’t a Club project but hopefully will benefit us all 

when complete. 

 

The Gents toilets upgrade has been given the go ahead after all 

members and partners were given the opportunity to give their support 

(or otherwise) to this going forward.  There were no dissenters to this 

work being carried out.  We have now had two offers of loans and two 

donations of funds towards the cost. Three estimates are being sought 

with two received so far. Once all the estimates are received and the 

contract allocated we are keen to have the work completed before the 
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River Festival, preferably by the 2/3 week of June. Alex asked whether 

estimates should be sent to the secretary for opening all at the same 

time. Phil responded that it was not a sealed tender, so this was not 

necessary. 

 

Vice Commodore 

Hello everyone, 

Firstly I would like to thank Eric and Murdoch for their help putting out 

the race marks last Sunday in challenging conditions. 

I have introduced a change to the handicapping system this year. We will 

still be using the rolling system as per previous years but because the 

FYCA has introduced a new progressive system of handicapping we will 

all be starting with new base handicaps. To avoid those in the Silver class 

having to complete many races to see significant adjustment, I have 

decided to add 8% to all silver fleet handicaps. This figure seemed about 

right following analysis of last year’s results. I hope this attracts many 

boats out this season. The initial listing for the first race is on the racing 

notice board. Also on the board is the Handicap policy document which 

gives more info on how the system works. 

We are having a race practice day this Saturday, I intend to invite all up 

to the clubhouse beforehand to run through options for the day. Then 

on Sunday we have our first race of the season the Rae Trophy.  

The starters hut will be having an orange beacon fitted this Saturday 

morning this light will be used in closed club races to signify individual 

recalls for yachts ocs and for a shortened course. The use of the light will 

make the Officer of the day’s life easier by avoiding the need for flags 

and should make things more obvious for competitors. 

We will be hosting the Fife regatta again this year on Sat 21st of May 

with hopefully entrants from the fast yachts from Port Edgar who should 

provide a good spectacle. Our yachts will have a separate start time and 

will be sailing a different course generally away from the bigger boats so 

please don’t intimidated by their presence and take part. 

I have been working on updating the general Sailing instructions for our 

races and am now nearly there. I was hoping to get them ready for 

tonight but as usual work got in the way! They will be sent out by email 
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before Sunday. As before I will issue separate instructions for the Fife 

and our Club regattas. 

Finally I would like to give my thanks to all those who took their turn as 

race officer last season and a particular mention to John & Moira Hoyes 

who ran five races last year and must have enjoyed themselves because 

they have agreed to run six this season. If you would like to volunteer to 

run a race please come and see me later as there are still a number of 

dates to be filled. 

Thank you. Any questions? 

Jim Simpson asked if there would be any new courses – Two new marks 

have been donated and work is ongoing to sort out possible positions 

but this is unlikely to be done this year. 

Nan asked for documents to be passed to her for sending out to 

members. 

 

Cruising Convenor 

We have this year a good list of venues to visit, weather permitting that 

will get us out and about as well as our 1st trial with something a bit 

bigger, our River Festival in July 

 

Our 1st date was on the weekend following crane in but I had no calls 

and Alan and I and the dog had a fine day out on the Saturday round 

Inchcolm 

 

Our next date is the 22nd May and that is just a run round the bridges on 

Sunday the 22nd, so a pretty free to participate as you see fit afternoon 

starting around 14.30 

 

There is the Anstruther muster but to date I have no names wanting to 

go to that, we are unable to go and I am looking for someone that might 

want to lead that or coordinate any names 

 

We have a provisional date in for the 10th – 12th of June with the South 

Queensferry club, but I need visability of any interest in this before any 
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further effort is put into this, alternatively is there someone wants to 

coordinate this that is interested in going that weekend 

 

We then have the River Festival on the 1st to 3rd of July 

Progress is good on this, we have Reaper coming to the village for the 

weekend together with other visiting boats, and we have a social on the 

Friday night for visiting boats and members in the clubhouse. This is an 

opportunity to catch up have boat chat, visit the boats attending as well 

as have a drink together. We also need help from anyone that can on 

the Friday to do the setting up, marquees, stalls, signs etc 

On the Saturday we have a public and visitors day with craft stalls, food 

and drink, visit the boats as well as RIB trips to the bridges from the pier. 

Saturday night is a ticketed event for you and visiting boats with a live 

band, food and drinks 

 

Sunday is a club day with a flotilla sail past or the prom around high tide, 

there is a breakfast event in the clubhouse explaining the course as well 

 

On the sail past between the club and Charlestown we also have an 

Ocean going tug arranged with its fire system running so that should be 

a great sight. We hope you all bring your own boats into the flotilla 

session and join in  

 

We really need your help to publicise this, footfall will make or break the 

event, so please bring your family along, tell your friends, neighbours 

and work mates this is on, each of you can have this flier as a memory 

jogger to what and when things are happening 

 

In the 2nd part of the year we are looking for people to help lead some 

of the cruises so if interested drop me a mail or call me to discuss the 

weekends or day cruises and keep an eye on the dates in the club 

website 

 

RC Piers and Moorings 
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Hard Standing Reclamation: Members will be aware that we are seeking 

to reclaim some of the waste land to the west of the Capernaum Pier to 

allow for additional winter storage. This occupied the restless hands of 

those hardy volunteers making up the winter work party who gave up 

their valuable time during the winter season to build and dig in the first 

row of gabions. This was no mean feat as it was back breaking work, one 

that prisoners on a chain gang would have had a legitimate alas as a non 

‘state’ body the Human Rights act doesn’t apply to the club. 

A work in progress, we still have a way to go but as you can see, 

unsightly as it is at the moment, we are never-the-less making good 

progress.  A huge thanks to those who contributed to this, its greatly 

appreciated and an appeal for more for the chain gang when we start up 

again. 

Crane In April 2016: of the 63 boats taking up the winter residence on 

the hard standing on the pier 54 were craned in, 45 remain at club 

moorings 27 moored at Brucehaven  ( 6 vacant) 18 Limekilns (7 vacant) 

the rest moored elsewhere. 

In part thanks to the reasonable weather on the Saturday we managed 

to get over 40 of the boats in on the first day, which may be a first. The 

weather turned against us on the second day and by the time we got the 

last boat in the river, mine, it was a tad choppy but this made for an 

excellent photo opportunity and a cracking picture was taken of 

Ramillies punching through the waves which is now my Facebook profile 

picture.   

I was pleased we decided to test out a swing mooring for Ramillies at 

Limekilns harbour this year as there was no chance of pulling the 6.5 

tonnes onto its rear strops against that wind. The fact that Ramillies now 

bucks the trend and will not sit in a nice row like the rest of the ducks 

troubles my OCD nature but as I don’t live in the village I can about cope 

with it. 

All in all it was an excellent and efficient job by all involved and I would 

like to thank everyone both pier side and kitchen side for their help and 

support over the weekend to make it happen. 

 

RC Clubhouse 
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Routine tidying up and maintenance of the club facilities has been 

carried out. We will need to cut a hole into the cupboard for the new 

plumbing and put pipes through to move the bar arrangements. 

Toilet arrangements will need to be shared when the gent’s toilets are 

refurbished. 

George offered thanks for the fitting of the sink in the store. 

 

RC Club Boats 

As many members will have witnessed, the club boat met all her 

commitments at crane in this year without fault. There were a higher 

number of boats being towed as well as more members to collect in 

each harbour. 

There has been more investigation into the on-going problems with the 

outboard engine this Winter. Following an article in PBO, George and I 

backflushed the engine with limescale remover and hot water. This was 

a lengthy process as the engine had to run for over 2 hours, however it 

removed a lot of dirt, sand and salt. The engine has been serviced as 

usual, rustproofed and George has placed a heat reflective shield around 

the vapour separator unit to avoid it overheating.  

The club boat was launched early along with the pontoons this year, to 

allow testing to be carried out. The engine is running much cooler than 

before and the water flow is stronger. However the recurring problem of 

the engine not re-starting after it has been running for a while is still 

there.  

Going forward, George and I will carry out more tests and if no 

resolution is found, contact the dealer in Dundee to arrange a visit to the 

club. 

Other than the work carried out on the engine, the club boat has been 

antifouled as normal and a new improved mooring system created to 

make leaving and collecting the mooring easier. Forthcoming work 

includes fitting an outboard bracket for a smaller backup outboard, 

fitting a new anchor that can be stored beneath the console, installing 

basic tool box, first aid kit and boat hook. 

 

Phil asked how old the engine was – it is 12 to 14 years old. 
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Treasurer 

Membership 

 

Currently we have 87 members in the following categories: 

     

 2015 2016 

Category Number Number 

A 14 21 

A1 69 60 

A2 3 2 

D 3 2 

D1 1 1 

C1 1 1 

Total 91 87 

 

A Bank Holiday gave us a couple of problems with the payment of fees 

but on the whole the membership is paying subscriptions timeously. 

 

Accounts 

All the social events have shown a profit on catering. In addition the Bar 

continues to be well supported.  

As you know from our recent e-mail we are looking to fund the 

upgrading of the gent’s toilets. This may cause a small deficit but we 

have been assured by two members that an interest free short term loan 

will be made available, if required, to cover any such deficit. 

In the meantime, all spending is being closely monitored by the 

Committee. 

The question was asked whether or not details of the income from the 

Regatta as shown in the accounts to 31 August 2015 had been resolved. 

Confirmed that it had been. The figure shown in the accounts was the 

surplus rather than income as a credit and expenditure as a debit. 

There were no further questions.  

 

Secretary 

Nothing to report 
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Social Convenor 

The club has had a busy winter: 

The dinner dance was a great success with dancing late into the evening 

– many thanks to Lesley and Jenny for all their hard work. 

Our mulled wine evening started the festive season with good cheer – 

huge thank to Gavin and Claire for an excellent evening. 

This year we hosted 3 winter evening talks – thanks to Bob and Alan for 

their sailing tales, Dennis for his patience and talents with knot tying and 

splicing skills, and to George for sharing hints and tips to help better 

understand racing.  

Jenny hosted an excellent ladies pamper evening – many thanks to Jenny 

for organising this event. 

Thanks to all who helped with this year’s crane in, with particular thanks 

to Nan, Jenny and Fiona for their seamless planning and co-ordination.  

 

Looking forward we have busy sailing season ahead with some great 

social events: 

We have the Commodores party this Saturday (7th May). 

We then have our FCC regatta, the first Limekiln’s River Festival and 

after last year’s success another cheese and wine, shared with our fellow 

sailors from South Queensferry Sailing Club. 

For a full list of social events please see the club calendar on the FCC 

website. 

Any help supporting the events over the summer would be very much 

appreciated – in particular help with the FCC Regatta weekend and 

Driftwood BBQ! 

 

As always, massive thanks for your support coming along to these 

events, making our social calendar such a success. 

 

4. Brucehaven Moorings review (Keith) 

Brucehaven Harbour review: 

At the 2015 AGM an issue was raised about the limited space within 

Brucehaven Harbour and consequent difficulties in picking up moorings, 
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particularly in strong winds.  It was agreed at the AGM that  a short term 

working group, chaired by the Rear Commodore Piers and Moorings, 

would be set up to examine the issue with an options appraisal report 

being prepared and submitted to the 2016 Spring General Meeting for 

members’ consideration. 

I would like to record my thanks to those who volunteered to join this 

working group Ian Girvan (Club President), Alastair Pitcairn, Jack 

Thomson, Alex Birrell and Ken McNeill. And for those who took part in 

the quick and dirty survey to allow me to get a feeling for the scale of 

the concerns. 

I am aware that a report has been circulated to members ahead of this 

meeting but would like to point out that this was a draft and not the 

final report. In truth the recommendations have not changed just some 

of the final framing of the report and wording. 

I have discussed the findings of the review team with the Committee and 

it is interesting the level of discussion that this engendered. Given that it 

is highly likely that when throwing this open to the wider membership 

there will be much to discuss and that isn’t possible.  

I am strongly of the view that members will not have sufficient time to 

properly consider the proposals within the report and indeed may have 

views or, importantly, may have other suggestions that merit 

consideration having read the report.  Therefore in order to achieve the 

best outcome I will seek to make a proposal to call for this review to be 

discussed and resolved at an Extraordinary General Meeting as per Club 

Constitution (paragraph 7.4). 

If there is a strength of feeling that we should discuss this today then I 

am open to having a brief discussion on the review document but for the 

reasons I have already stated I think this really needs and is important 

enough to deserve some dedicated time and we should treat the review 

as is as a white paper to further discussion and germination of 

alternative ideas to achieve the remit. 

Review Remit; 

‘to review the mooring arrangements within Brucehaven Harbour with a 

view to identifying options and making recommendations to create 

additional space for ease of safe manoeuvring within the harbour‘ 
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Keith proposed that the issue is moved to an EGM. This was seconded 

by Ian Girvan. 

Phil asked if the proposal to police mooring chain length is to be 

implemented this year. 

Ian Girvan stated that he hoped that we will end up with a pier and 

harbour mooring guidance set in stone so that it can be enforced 

properly in the future. 

Keith reiterated that it was the intention to end up with an enforceable 

policy at the end of this. 

Derrick Milan asked if the manoeuvring problems were mostly in foul 

weather and whether there was a deep water mooring that could be 

used. This does dry out in spring tides but is flat ground so can be dried 

out on. 

David Simpson asked why we were delaying by moving the discussion 

to a separate meeting. Keith stated that it was an investment for the 

future, so it is worth getting it right. There may be issues that have not 

yet been raised or discussed. 

Ken Bellini stated that the final report has not yet been issued yet and 

some of the options have changed significantly from the previously 

issued version. 

Phil asked about timescales for the review i.e. do we leave the review 

until later in the year as many people are away over the summer i.e. 

early October. 

Neil Lind stated that this is an issue that only affects people in the 

harbour and can it be voted on by email. Email vote is not allowed by 

the constitution. 

Neil Lind further stated that opinion was initially requested only from 

people in the harbour however we are now asking all membership. 

Keith replied that whilst only one third of the people in the harbour 

said that we had a problem this clearly is an issue that should be 

discussed. 

Erik stated that this affect boats from the middle pier when they come 

to this pier and we should not split issues within the club. 
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George proposed that the final report is issued in the next few days and 

we hold an EGM on the Wednesday 28th September and this is notified 

a reasonable time beforehand. Ideas will be requested up to a cut off 

date and a consolidated list of these proposals will be sent out before 

the EGM. Seconded by Dennis. 

A show of hands was requested agreeing to the proposal. No-one 

disagreed. 

The issue of putting heavy chains onto each sinker was discussed and 

this was agreed to a good idea. Ken asked if the club would fund this. 

Phil replied that this is something that each member could do for 

themselves if they wished.  For the Club to do this for each mooring 

would be very expensive, especially as one tail is not sufficient for each 

sinker.  Keith added that some of the very deep sinkers in Limekilns 

Harbour should perhaps have tails added by the Club.    

 

5. Limekilns River Festival (Bob) 

Bob discussed his proposals for the river festival. Leaflets were passed 

around and members were asked to help publicise the event. Members 

were also asked to lend a hand at the various stages of the event, from 

setting up, catering etc to clearing up afterwards. 

Ken Bellini was thanked for preparing the posters that were distributed. 

Alex thought it was great that a small club was trying to organise such 

an event. 

A list of tasks has been prepared and members are asked to state their 

interest.  

Bob raised that weekly meetings were now being held on Wednesday 

evenings. 

 

6. FCC Community Amateur Sports Club status (Phil/Eva) 

Phil discussed the issue of our status as a CASC, which gives us rates 

relief, allows us to claim gift aid etc. HMRC are now clamping down on 

clubs that should not be claiming CASC status. The committee feels that 

we should not have an issue as we are an active (rather than a social) 

club and currently pan to take no action unless HMRC makes specific 

contact with the club. 
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7. Fees for year 2016/17 (Eva) 

The Committee proposes the increase in fees to take effect from 1 

September 2016. 

The following are the proposed increases: 

          

Proposed membership fees as from 1 September 2016 

Category Current Proposed % increase 

A Single/Family 56 57 1.78% 

B Junior 22 23 4.54% 

C Community 22 23 4.54% 

D Honorary Free Free 

Additional for boat owners 

1 All Boats 127 129 1.57% 

2 Sailing dinghies 29 30 3.45% 

A1 Member with boat 183 186 1.61% 

A2 Member with dinghy 85 87 2.35% 

 

The above will also result in an increase in the potential penalty for late 

payment of fees. 

The result will be a decrease in annual fee income estimated as follows 

 

2015  2016 

Category Number Fees Total  Category Number Fees Total 

A 14 56 784  A 21 57 1197 

A1 69 183 12,627  A1 60 186 11,160 

A2 3 85 255  A2 2 87 174 

D 3 0 0  D 2 0 0 

D1 1 127 127  D1 1 129 129 

C1 1 22 22  C1 1 23  23 

 91  13,815   87  12,683 

 

The Committee will continue to monitor all expenditure closely. 

We have now heard from Fife Council that, under their discretionary 

powers they have granted us 100% Rates Relief. 
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Joe asked if there was any resolution to the issue of £20.  Eva provided 

an explanation for the issue.  

No further questions arose. 

Phil proposed, Ian Smith seconded. Unanimous show of hands 

 

8. Constitution and Rules 3 year Review (Phil) 

Phil discussed the mini review of the constitution and cub rules, which 

were distributed to the membership with the calling notes for the 

meeting. The key change is the change to membership categories with 

regards to voting on issues and whether we are quorate. 

Phil proposed the constitution review for the 3 years. Neil Lind 

seconded. 

Constitution 

The key change is the change to membership categories with regards to 

voting on issues and whether we are quorate. 

Dennis discussed item 4.6 and when membership was no longer posted 

on the notice board. 

He also raised the change to item 9.3 He was concerned that this 

changed the ethos of the club in that the club is the membership. Phil 

reiterated that this was intended to allow the committee the right to 

refuse requests for full accounts where this was not reasonable. 

Phil proposed the constitution review for the 3 years. Neil Lind 

seconded. 

There were no dissenters 

Club rules 

Phil discussed the changes to the rules. 

Phil proposed the changes and Neil Lind seconded. There were no 

dissenters. 

 

9. Change of Brewer for Bar (Phil/Erik) 

We have changed our brewers. There is no charge for the change. 

 

10. Member’s agenda items. 

No members agenda items were raised in advance of the meeting. 
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11. AOCB  

The issue of signs for the dinghy pontoons was raised – signs stating 

that the pontoons are private are being organised. We also need to 

notify visitors that the pontoons are not suitable for mooring against. 

FYCA are currently organising a new pilot book. Imray and the FYCA are 

currently compiling a new pilot. George asked if members were willing 

to help with bearing for entry etc. for harbours around the Forth. 

George will notify  

David Wilson raised the issue of the storage of his boat and the charges 

that have been proposed. Phil stated that a letter will be sent shortly 

inviting him to a meeting with himself and RCPM. This will be sent by 

letter. 

 

 

Meeting closed at 21:50 

David Gostick (Secretary) 


